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Out now in paperback, available
from all good bookstores

With pitch-perfect
dialogue and
composition, Pat
Grant takes the
insidious ‘us and
them’ mentality that
still festers under the
Australian plush pile,
and hangs it out to
dry by the surfboard.
The result is honest,
funny and unsettling –
everything a great
comic can be.
Shaun Tan

Part autobiography and part science fiction, Blue,
by Pat Grant, follows three spotty teenagers who
skip school to go surfing and end up investigating
rumours of a dead body on the train line. Provincial
values and the emotions aroused by immigration
clash as the teenagers encounter strange, blueskinned foreigners that have arrived in their little
beach town.
Blue is a delicate and affectionate portrayal of
an iconic setting and way of life, told with an
unerring ear and eye for the vernacular.
But it’s also a story about difference, fear
and change, and the political implications
of this for contemporary Australia.
Graphic novel, Paperback, 96pp, $20
ISBN: 978-1-920882-91-4
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snippets from inside….
when those distant lights...
silhouetted by the constant flashing of cameras
they feared a spate of copycat crimes
we will be strangers
that slip of tongue erasing
dreams drowned in the bottom of a glass
western suburbia laid bare
I almost want him to fall off his bike
I shattered like a teacup
with you still nestled in my womb
the shudder of closing doors
I was the host of their despair
her eyes are averted; I am peripheral
horror is painted beneath her eyelid
surrounded by snow peaks and boredom
fingers find a voice upon the wire
an empty canvas slips away
roo stew and damper with a billy of tea
toes digging in the dust as she goes
he squeezes the orange
prattled some remembered Latin
where the entire plot consists of just love and war
my neighbour will very likely not come back
decaying underground amidst a colony of strangers
a pile of giggling, dead rabbits
looking out for the phantom Old Bob Booker
selfless helpless sleepless nights
how could this happen to me?
dead boys don't eat ducks!
cats like to walk on your notes
she grabbed the Mortein out of the cupboard...
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